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File Accession Dossier 

Teachers' Workshop 
Domain Social 

OBJECTIVES 
To create teachers CPD modules on Competency Based Approach to Pedagogy this will equip the Master trainers to be able to 
work with classroom. 

To enable educators provide opportunities to learners develop skills at their own pace, collaborate with others, collect evidence 
of learning, and become successful lifelong learners. 

DESCRIPTION: 

"No human being will work hard at anything unless they believe that they are working for Competence." 
William Glasser 

CBSE in collaboration with the British Council and Cambridge Partnerships for Education invited teachers to work on an important 
policy reform programme Master Trainers and / or teacher mentors for their Competency Based Education Project. The 
training was intended to train educators across India how to deliver high on quality competency based lessons and improve competency-based assessment for learning for overall improvement in the school education 
system in the subject Maths for secondary level. The 6-day training programme was taken up by experts from Cambridge University 
and Cambridge Partnerships for Education. A total of 30 participants across India took participation in the training programme. Day- 
wise brief report is as follows: 

y 1 (12 March 2021, Friday) 

The 6 day training course began by stating broad objectives of session as to set up a master trainer community for practice, Clarify 
how CBSE are defining competence based education and know how to persuade educators to consider changing for practice. 

.In Task 1, participants were grouped for a common discussion on How are we defining competency-based education and what will 
be the barriers to achieving competence based education? Participants shared views with each other and filled out the hand outs 
shared on Google drive after discussion with each other. 

.In Task 2 A detailed discussion took place on creating conditions to support learning domains, learning without limits and new 
ways of thinking and learning with respect to competency based curriculum. 

.At the end, the resource person asked the participants to fill up the views on padlet to reflect on the day. 

Day 2 (13 March 2021, Saturday) 

. The resource person helped participants become familiar with key documents and medium term planning to embed competency 
based curriculum suitably. 

Discussion took place on understanding the origins and contents or Alpha plus learning ladders, creating or using existing units of 
work to embed competences and prepare for school based teacher follow up consultation. 

. Participants were involved to read Curriculum ladder tor Class 9 and develop suitable competencies based on the learnin 
outcomes formulated by CBSE. 
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rdrucipants were grouped to discuss on work planning template for Class 9 Lesson plans and then dile giOup ieaders were 

to share their work planning as per the given topics before others. 
ask 

Day 3 (24 March 2021, Wednesday) 

After the attendance formalities, the resource person asked the participants to put forth their views on importance of 'GiVing an 

effective feedback' 

An example of unit plan was shared for discussion and participants gave inputs to improve the unit plan by inciUaing the 

competencies linked with the course. 

wInin the Dreakout group, participants had to choose a unit of work (or a chapter) Discussion took place on the folowing topicS: 

Contents of Alpha plus learning ladders. 

Create or use existing units of work to embed competences. 
Adding Assessment in learning criteria's in Lesson plans. 
Establishing Success Criteria for lesson plan. 

Day 4 (25 March 2021, Thursday) 

The resource person took upa lengthy discussion on: What do we need in our lesson plans? Which was supported by an exemplar 
lesson plan shared with participant. 
The resource person grouped the participants in breakout rooms and gave our group the task to prepare an effective lesson plan on a topic from Ch Statistics for Class 9.The session gradually gained momentum and elaborative discussion took place 
questioning in mathematics lesson, reasons to ask questions and how to ask questions was discussed in detail. 

Thereafter the resource person involved participants to read an enrich article on -Developing a Classroom Culture that Supports a 
Problem-Solving Approach to Mathematics. 

Day 5 & 6 (31 March 2021, Wednesday & 1 April 2021, Thursday) 
The last 2 days of training witnessed the presence of Dr. Jan Schofield as an observer and convener of the training session. 
Participants in their respective groups of 3-4 members each, gave presentations on the below mentioned topicCs * What is Competency based education? 
* Why change to CBE 

* Embedding competencies in mid-term planning 
Sharing learning intentions and success criteria 

* Why group work is essential to build competencies? 
* What is Assessment for learning? 

Questioning techniques. 
Other group members were asked to provide their feedback on the presentation of the preceding groups. Online resources like Mentimeter, Jamboard,padlets, word cloud etc. were effectively used to record the reflective thinking of the participants. 
In the respective groups, participants were asked to make a half day training planner for training teachers of their respective schools. The same was shared in the common drive and other group members had put their feedback. 
The 6- day long training session ended by filling up a feedback form to give views on the pace and content of training session. 

Overall, the 6-day long training sessions were well equipped with group-discussion activities wherein participants demonstrated 
active participation and provided opportunities to exchange ideas with leading educators across nation on a common discussion 
Torum. 
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Planning Process 
Whole School Head office/Regional Office 
Curriculum 15 NGa Aoru 

Planning 
Heads/Principals -25 % 

Year plan 
shaMt Subject Coordinators 30% 

Term plan 
Teachers 30% 

Monthly plan 
Weekly plan 

Rekha Nanda 

Daily lesson plan 

Educators across nation participating in the Competency Based Education training session 

RECordin Xorae viermg 5aai's sreea Ma 0ptions 

What does good presenting look like? 
Sherratt 

Own your training space 
Use materials and resources effectively 

Build rapport 
Gonsider the needs of your participants 

Manage your participants 
Model active learning 
Trial& reflect on teaching activities 
Keep the focus& watch your timing 

Be reflective for continuous improvement 

CAMBRIDGE Faculty of Education 

Step Videa Paricipants Sbare Sccen ReoNdt 
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